THE MAN
WHO GAVE ME

MY FATHER

A BABY BOOMER GETS TO KNOW HIS FATHER THROUGH
THE EYES OF THE WAIST GUNNER WHO FLEW WITH HIM
BY JOHN KELLY

The 487th BG’s four squadrons arrived
at its RAF Station 137 Lavenham,
based in Suffolk, early in 1944, as a
B-24 unit and operated in a tactical
role until transition to the B-17, starting in July, moved missions more
towards strategic targets as part of
the 4th Combat Bomb Wing. (Photo
courtesy of Mark Brown collection,
USAFA via Kent Ramsey)

“THOSE GUYS WERE
THE BEST, AND I
CAN’T IMAGINE
GOING THROUGH
ALL THAT
WITHOUT THEM.”
Edward Linnum
Corp., Waist Gunner
B-17 G, Miss Bea Havin
837th Bombardment Group,
8th Air Force,
Honorably discharged
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I PICKED UP THE PHONE AND SET IT DOWN AGAIN. Chuckling nervously,
I saw that my hands were sweaty. I shouldn’t be this nervous. He was just a man,
and he might not even be the same gentleman who was listed in the yellowed WW
II crew sheet on the desk in front of me. Still, if it was him, and he served with my
father, the possibilities of what could be learned seemed vital…
I exhaled, picked up the phone again and dialed.
“Hello,” the high-pitched voice answered.
“Hello. Is this Edward Linnum?”
“Yes, well, no, I mean, it’s me,” the voice twinkled back. “I’m Eddie.”
“Mr. Linnum,” I ventured on, “did you serve in England during World War II?”
“I sure did.”
“Were you part of the crew of the B-17 Miss Bea Havin?”
“I sure was.”
Trembling a little, I went on. “Well, sir, my name is John Kelly, and I believe my
father, Jack Kelly, served with you.”
“Oh my,” he sighed. And without missing a beat, he said, “You know, I thought
the world of your father…”

Lt. Jack Kelly, my father
and the bombardier of
Miss Bea Havin.
(Photo courtesy of the
author)
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Heroes about to board their faithful bird on a deadly mission over Mersberg, Germany. (Photos courtesy of author)

Jack Kelly was a bombardier aboard the good ship “Miss Bea
Havin” a faithful plane that carried its crew safely through 34
missions. From its inaugural mission on August 9, 1944, until
the final bombing run through the hellish sky over Mersberg,
Germany, on November 30, 1944, four officers and five
enlisted men represented the 8th Air force, 837th Squadron,
92nd Combat Wing in a Boeing B-17G quad-engined hulk of
steel that carried them through cold, darkness, enemy planes,
near misses and the unrelenting shrapnel rocketed toward
them from 88mm guns.
My father never talked much about the war. Like most veterans, he kept most of his experience to himself. Unless you
were there and could uniquely relate, there was little point in
trying to express the inexpressible.
I remember once coming up behind him when he was
cleaning out boxes in the garage. I must have been 12 at the
time. He was still, looking through a sheaf of papers. I came
around, gazing over his elbow to see what treasure he had discovered. He didn’t notice my presence right away, seemingly
lost in what he was reading. When I asked him what he was
looking at, he paused, saying it was his mission papers from
the war. He then told me about the plane—“her,” as I recall
him saying. He explained where he sat in the front half-moon
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bubble of Plexiglas as the bombardier, the first always to see
the flak being shot up toward them as he prepared their
bombing run. He talked about the cold; how their jackets were

Fred Lester and Jack Kelly showing off painted insignia painted by
fellow crewman Walt Fleming.

HE TALKED ABOUT THE COLD; HOW THEIR JACKETS WERE
LINED WITH WIRING OPERATED BY BATTERIES TO STAVE OFF
THE ICY CONDITIONS AT SUCH HIGH ALTITUDES.
ments leading up to his eventual stationing at Lavingham,
lined with wiring operated by batteries to stave off the icy conEngland, and lots of pictures of the crew. One large 8x10 stood
ditions at such high altitudes. How he couldn’t take his furout among the rest of the wartime photos. I fingered the
lined gloves off, clumsy as they were, for fear of his skin sudglossy black-and-white showing nine young men standing in
denly adhering to the sub-zero metal. He remembered the
front of the big plane with a pretty brunette with long legs
crew, how every man had his job, and how they worked as one
stretched across the nose of
unit, all completely dependthe craft. And I began to wonent on one another.
der who these men were; for
Dad died when I was 16,
the most part, they were boys,
and there are many things I
really. They looked happy,
miss about him, but I think
most of them smiling, confiit’s the yearning simply to sit
dent. Caps tilted at an angle
and talk with him, seeing his
on their heads, leather flight
expressions, his eyes meeting
jackets pristine, emanating
mine, that tugs at me the
risk and courage.
most. To share his words, his
But who were these guys?
dreams, his hurts, particularly
And, were any of them still
about his time in the war, that
alive?
picks at the hollow spot inside
Leafing through the yelof me and is where I most
lowed sheets of war assignkeenly feel his absence.
ments, I came across an operYet this absence was
ation order dated 11 July
serendipitously assuaged dur1944. It listed individual B-17
ing the first few days of 2003,
aircraft and the personnel
when a whimsical and gentle
assigned to them. Finding
man welcomed me into his
Dad’s name, I scanned the
world.
names of the crew surroundThe previous month, during him. My eyes glanced
ing the Christmas holiday, I
down the list of names:
had spent two extremely
Korthase, Kuhlman, Brogan,
moving days riveted to the
Fleming, Linnum, Corey,
miniseries Band of Brothers, an
Rich, Lester—all totally unfaextraordinary production that
miliar to me.
follows men of the 101st
Hopping on my computer, I
Airborne from basic training
called up the Google search
all the way to Hitler’s Eagle
engine and typed in the
Nest and the end of the War.
names for William Korthase
What struck me most about
and William Kuhlman, thinkthis story was the closeness
ing with their unusual
captured that knit these men
spellings, they might be easitogether; a brotherhood tranest to track down. But I drew a
scending place and time, even
blank. Then I sat back won50 years later. And I got to
dering whether I had any real
thinking … Is this what Dad
The highly secretive and protected, but already spy-compromised,
chance of finding them at all.
experienced? Did he share
Norden bombsight was widely touted as a war-winning asset. Its
After all, they’d have to be in
something with men that
real accuracy in combat was, at best, mixed with many variables
their late early 80s, if not
only they knew and held for a
intervening to reduce its effectiveness. The later advent of elecolder. And if alive, would I be
time? And if so, who were
tronic aids and radar tied to master bombing techniques revitalized
disrupting their lives and famthese men, and what were
its reputation, and it was last utilized during the Vietnam War.
(Photo courtesy of Stan Piet)
ilies by contacting them?
they like? What kind of relaWould they even want to be bothered? Moreover, what would
tionship did he have with them? What stories could they tell
I say to them if I did find them?
about the war…and of him?
Days went by as I mulled and stewed. I nearly gave up,
I remembered an old trunk that housed Dad’s war memorathinking this was a selfish act, using these men to vicariously
bilia and hunted it down. Opening the worn and musty lid, I
draw close to Dad again. But that wasn’t altogether true. Oh
scanned the contents, having not been through it for several
sure, I was anxious to see if they could tell me things about
years. There were medals, including his Air Medal, British and
Dad I never got a chance to find out. However, I also wanted
German coins, a brochure from a hotel in Scotland, assignAPRIL 2010
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The 487th’s markings evolved
over its short combat career
but became attractively distinctive early in 1945 with the
yellow tails groups and
wingtips of the 4th CBW, fuselage striping and squadron
color-coded engine cowlings
and wing chevrons. (Photo
courtesy of Mark Brown collection, USAFA via Kent
Ramsey)

to know what they had experienced. How does one face the
very real prospect of death every time you crawl through the
bay doors of your cherished plane? At what point does fear
become so overwhelming that you can’t see anything else?
How does courage knock aside that kind of fear? What were
they like together when they weren’t flying and saving the
world? And what did they bring home with them that kept
them tethered all these years to such an imprinting experience?
I went to the computer again, this time entering the name
Edward Linnum. And, suddenly, there he was. Or there someone was, with the same name and living two hours south of
me in Portland, Oregon.
And that was when I took the step to call this gentle soul of
a man with white hair and the welcoming smile that belied
his own inner pain. This man who gave me a part of my father
I never knew.
“Thank you for saying so,” I said, after Eddie expressed how
fond he was of Dad.
We talked. Enthusiasm spilled out of him as he related tale
after tale, incident after incident. Like the time the crew went
to Scotland on a 20 missions furlough, playing golf, hacking
away at the field grass that were the fairways. Drinking beer
and whiskey bought for them by the locals as they strolled
through the local pubs. And keeping (or attempting to, at
least) Dad out of fights when liquid courage replaced common
sense. Eddie couldn’t keep from reminiscing, and I couldn’t
keep from asking questions.
“Mr. Linnum, did…”
“Please, call me Eddie. Your dad did, and so should you.”
“Thank you,” I said, feeling like I’d been suddenly included
in a sacred club.
“You know,” he said, “your dad did an interesting thing
once. Our pilot, ‘Fritz’ Korthase, bought a Chow puppy in
Ardmore, Oklahoma, where we trained on the B-17s. His name
6
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A BOMBER BY ANY OTHER COLOR

I

n researching photos for any article, it becomes clear that
bomb group markings get complicated because they
change from one time period to another. In the case of the
487th, prior to January of 1945, the 3rd Bomb Wing of
which the 487th was included, employed a natural metal tail
marking featuring a black square with a white letter for the
group. They also used bi-colored chevrons on the top right wing
for further identification. During 1944, the 487th carried the
Square P with no colored tail. Going into 1945, they changed
the group code to Square W but now with an all-yellow tail. The
wing chevrons remained.
— Stan Piet

Our Baby from the 839th Squadron heads towards an unusual fire
bomb mission against Wehrmacht positions near Bordeaux in midApril 1945.

was Kiki lo Pula. After getting our plane in Kearney, Nebraska,
we flew to Bangor, Maine, before going overseas, and your Dad
smuggled Kiki onboard in a shoe box. He kept that dog with
him in his bombardier station and fed that little guy oxygen
from his own mask! And darned if that dog didn’t make it to
England with us. That dog had a good friend in your Dad.”
We talked about the 34 missions, the worst being over
Mersberg, Germany, where they were targeting oil refineries
and the flak was so ‘hot’ that many planes were lost that day,

WE TALKED ABOUT THE 34 MISSIONS, THE WORST BEING
OVER MERSBERG, GERMANY, WHERE THE FLAK WAS SO
‘HOT’ THAT MANY PLANES WERE LOST THAT DAY, SEVERAL
BREAKING APART AROUND THEM.
several breaking apart around them.
“In fact,” Eddie said, reliving his astonishment, “I still have
a piece of shrapnel I wear around my neck that sliced through
the skin of the plane, passed through my pant leg and lodged
into the bulkhead in back of me. Had that thing hit my leg, it
would have taken it right off.”
He asked me about my family, about my life. Finally, feeling
like I was taking too much of his time, I told him how much
I appreciated him sharing his experiences with me.
“You know,” he said, his voice growing soft, “I can’t tell you
what it means to have you call. Your dad…well, he was just
the best. I really did think the world of him.”
Over the next three years, Eddie and I bonded in a kinship
that can only be described as unique. We had very little in

common with 40 plus years separating us. Still, there was a
commonality because of Dad. But it was more than that. I had
a genuine affection for Eddie. He was sensitive, his heart large
with empathy for others. I introduced him to my wife, something I was never able to do with my own father. He gave us a
tour of the 8th Air Force Museum in Portland, told more tales
of daring missions and unforgettable moments and shared his
life with me. Eddie became more than a conduit to my father.
He became a dear friend.
“I took my last plane trip on that 34th mission,” he told me
once. “Now, I just drive. Figured I used up all my air miles over
there…”
And he remarked how it had only been the last few years
that he’d been able to open up about his war experiences.

In less than one year of theater operations,
the 487th flew 165 missions losing 57
aircraft from all causes. The “Gentlemen from
Hell” flew their surviving charges back to
Drew Field, Florida, in July with the ground
crews returning to New York by way of the
Queen Mary on September 1, 1945. (Photo
courtesy of Mark Brown collection, USAFA
via Kent Ramsey)
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WE HAD THE BEST PILOT. FRITZ COULD FLY THROUGH
ANYTHING AND, YOU KNOW, WE GOT BACK FROM EVERY
MISSION WITH THE SAME PLANE.
and, you know, we got back from every
mission with the same plane. The most
that ever happened is that we lost an
engine once. Oh, and we lost hydraulics
once, too.”
My eyebrows shot up. “You can’t fly a
plane without hydraulics.”
His eyes twinkled, his standard. “I know
it. But Fritz coaxed our plane back. Don’t
ask me how. By God, I kissed the ground
after that one.”
I treasured our times together, always
too short, but somehow a treasure chest
too full to take anymore in.
I got an email telling me that Eddie had
passed away.
I stared at the computer, recalling the
last time we had see him a few month
before. He seemed tired but in good
humor, his eyes still able to dance their
blue dance, especially when he looked at
Marie, my wife.
“Gosh darn it, John,” he said to me
more than once, “do you know how lucky
you are to have such a beautiful and sweet
wife?”
“I know it,” I said back. “The secret to a
good marriage is marrying someone better
than yourself.”
Eddie laughed and nodded and smiling
at both of us, “You got that right.”
And that’s the last image I have of Eddie.
Looking from the scant obituary on the
screen of the computer through the window outside, a hard gray sky was passing—
the kind of sky that was probably typical
in Lavenham, England.
And I was crying. For Eddie, for myself
The author and Eddie
and for being so thankful that this man
Linnum, shortly after
had come into our lives. And not just for
their initial meeting
introducing Dad to me in ways I could
in 2003. (Photo cournever have imagined, but also for his
tesy of author)
accepting friendship—and his great heart.
“You know,” Eddie recalled once, “I
don’t know how your dad did it. I mean, he saw the flak
“Until we started having these local reunions of the 8th Air
before any of us, and he’d have to concentrate on lining up
Force, I never talked about it,” he would say, slicing a healthy
the bomb targets. I asked him once, ‘Jack, how in the hell do
piece of pecan pie, his favorite.
you put up with that? My God, the stress.’ And he said ‘Well,
When I asked him why, he’d simply shake his head. “I just
Eddie, this is the job they gave us to do, and we knew it going
couldn’t. I can remember shaking so badly when the flak
in. We just have to carry it out.’ And he was right.”
started that it was all I could do to keep my hands on the waist
Thanks, Eddie, for giving me a piece of my father I had
gun. Planes on either side of us would explode, or men would
never known.
bail out and get caught in the explosions, or you could see
And thank you, Corporal Linnum, for the privilege of sharthat their chutes didn’t open…” His blue eyes blazed with
ing your life.
sights and sounds of another time.
It has been an honor, sir.
“We had the best pilot. Fritz could fly through anything
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